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FEATURE 
The graduating class of 
2001 is proud to show off 
the theses of seven Fine 
Arts majors. The Senior 
Art Show opens April 26th 
and promises to be 
impressive. 
see pages 6 & 7 
SPORIS 
Women's softball team 
anticipates post-season 
championship play with 
confident optimism. The 
Lady Rangers' next game 
will be April 21, against 
Mesa State. 
see pages 8 & 9 
ENIERfAINMENf 
Johnny Depp's new project 
"Blow" hits theatres; will it 
score big-time? Did 
Jordan and Amie fear or 
loath this flick? How's the 
movie's soundtrack--does it 
blow? 
seepages JO& 11. 
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Eyewitness account of Iraqi sanctions 
Katie Beamon 
A boy lies in his bed, eyes squinted, small fingers curled at his 
mothers leg. Like any other boy he probably plays ball with his friends. 
There's one sitting on his stomach that kind of looks like a big brown 
beach ball--except this is no ball, and this boy cannot play. The ball is his 
tummy. He lies on his death- bed, dying of gastrointestinal problems. His 
mother is with him, solemn and strong, waiting to say goodbye. 
The thirty- second sound bites on the nightly news do not tell you 
stories like this one. When thinking of Iraq, one probably thinks of a 
Saddam Hussein cartoon and Desert Storm, yellow ribbons and fireworks 
in the sky of TV monitors. Do not take these images lightly; feel for the 
world we share. · 
Interviewing Dan Winters about the picture of the boy on the table 
seemed like a sad and flickering candlelight. Dan Winters, a 63 year-old 
Boulder activist, taught at Regis in the Computer Science Dept. from '86-
'90. In January of 1991, U.S. bombs rained down on 
Iraq, with no warning and no declaration of war. 
With 130 others, Winters and the Gulf Peace Team 
stood on the border between Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 
Their anti- war sentiment was heartfelt and brave; 
yet, the bombs came anyway. The little boy had not 
even been born yet. 
After the war, the sentiment of Winters' group 
became anti-sanctions. The sanctions are restrictions 
put on the imports of Iraq by the U.N. The embargo 
makes sense: do not give them any materials to build 
bombs ... right? Iraq cannot have chlorine because it 
can be used in bombs, but they can't purify their 
water without it. Winters pulled out an unofficial 
book that reads what cannot go into Iraq; "They can't 
get busses, but neither can they have bowls or 
bottles. No dictaphones, and no detergents, 
dishwashers or dolls, either. You cannot send 
hydraulic jacks, hoses, hearing aids or hats. So 
without a hat, they surely can't have mufflers, mugs 
or mirrors. We can't let them have ambulances--They 
could carry soldiers." Good thing that little boy is in 
the hospital, because he does not have a hat to wann 
his ears. 
As a direct result of the UN's sanctions against Jraq, many children loose their lives. 
This boy and his mother wait for the inevitable-death by severe malnutrition and 
lack of medical supplies. 
This October Winters and 47 others went back 
to Iraq. Ten years since the last plane left, pos~ibly 
the one that took him home, and they were the first 
American flight allowed back. Their mission was 
two-fold; first to bring $300,000 worth of medicine, 
and second to not abide by the embargo, by asking 
for neither the UN's nor U.S. 's pennission. 
Continued on page 4 
Doty will return to full-time teaching position, 
aftlr 6 years as Dean of Regis College 
Meshach Rhoades 
Regis University is losing a treasured component of the administration 
this year. Dean Doty will officially step down as Dean of Regis College at 
the end of the 2000-200 I school year, after six glorious years. However, 
luckily for the Regis community, he will still remain extremely active 
within the school. 
In fact, Dean Doty will now be able to enlighten philosophy majors 
with his wit and wisdom. He is planning on resuming his duties as a 
professor within the philosophy department, teaching a wide range of 
courses including classes on Greek tragedies, virtue centered ethics and 
twentieth century continental philosophers. 
Unfortunately, the Regis students will not be able to fully enjoy the 
teachings of Dean Doty until the fall of 2002. Next year he will be on 
sabbatical. taking some time to revise and spruce up his teaching fonnat. 
However, after this he will resume teaching, an aspect of college life that 
he has always love4 which is on the main reasons he will go back to 
teaching. 
According to Dean Doty, "I missed teaching and the classroom. When 
I took the job I only intended to work as Dean of Regis College for about 
five years. I was not planning on making a permanent career change from 
teaching to administration." 
As many Regis students know, Dean Doty has made a tremendous 
impact on the Regis campus, improving the atmosphere, academic studies 
and overall greatness that Regis has come to be known for. Students and 
faculty will miss his talents in administration. However, his remarkable 
ability to teach will be appreciated by future graduating classes. "I have no 
intention of leaving Regis," said Dean Doty, who has actually worked at 
Regis for nineteen years. "I love to teach and I want to get back to that 
aspect of schooling." 
Currently. there is a national search in progress to take on the duties 
that Dean Doty will be departing from. Dean Doty's replacement is 
expected to be named by the end of this school year. 
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Well, well, well. It is 
unfortunate that I cannot think 
of a better manner to begin 
th is latest and perhaps last 
column of my brief foray into 
journalism. There may be one 
more, but it will be a 
throwaway, because lots of 
things are throwaways when 
they are written before 
summer vacation. I bet all the 
time professors see students 
progress and improve through 
successive papers right up 
until the last one, and they 
laugh and laugh at this final 
effort. Or they're disappointed, 
I don't know. But anyway, this is the last bit of quality this rage is 
getting from me. 
I have a few remarks for certain populations of the Regis 
community, but not sappy ones. That would not be my style; I'm too 
utilitarian and distant. First, for those interested in subjecting 
unsuspecting dozens to personal opinions, I recommend this forum. Or 
go down the hall to the other media medium, our beloved radio station. 
It is way better to participate in these sorts of things on a small campus 
than on a large one. Guess how many staff meeting included this writer. 
As for the difficulty of producing 600 consecutive words every two 
weeks, don't worry. I always considered myself a really lame Kurt 
Vonnefut, with a softer sardonic tone and minus the wit. Second, to 
those who saw Elie Wiesel: I was pretty much disappointed. I don't 
think of myself as a wealthy person, so when I realized I paid 15 dollars 
to hear Wiesel answer questions from a talking head for 50 minutes, I 
was angry. But Wiesel says to use anger, so that's what I'm doing now. 
Just the idea of him is amazing, and his presence was very powerful. His 
experiences could fill l 00 tragic lives, and the burden itself speaks for 
him. He was insightful, but I would have rather he just give an address, 
like a normal Nobel Prize winner. I was particularly disappointed with 
his comments on the Israeli question, however. He basically said that 
Palestinians are wrong and Israelites are blameless. I could have heard 
the same thing watching an hour of MSNBC for free. 
To those who did not see Elie Wiesel, you didn't miss much. The 
book was way better. 
I would also like to address the people who are here for more than 
4 or 5 years. You see students pass through this institution every year. It 
goes in cycles, freshman become seniors in only a few short moments. I 
don't understand how you can stand it; you create and mold students 
only to see them recreate and leave. And you seem to enjoy it. It's like 
how we're thankful that there are people that like math, so the rest of us 
don't have to do it. For 18 years I've seen this process, but I'll never get 
over it. Or maybe I will, because up to now this is the only life I've ever 
known. Apparently this vein of perspective is not among the skills I 
picked up during my time in schools. Anyhow, I have the opportunity to 
squander the opportunity to thank all those that need to be thanked, so I 
will. They know who they are anyway, except Corey Arthur, whom I 
don't know despite our sharing a first name. I even (mis)quoted the guy 
in the last article (on purpose) and he didn't say anything. So I'm going 
to thank him. 
Have a good last couple of weeks, Regis community. I always 
thought of this place as a king offantasyland, apart from the worries of 
the real world. But you probably already knew that And so it goes. 
-
a &_J 
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Embargo on Iraq doesn't even faze Hussein; instead it 
prevents children from surviving into adulthood 
Continued from front page 
\!
,,· t d .·1th a wann welcome At a school the, visited. the children \\ere asked ~ mters was gree e w · -
to draw their impr;ssions of the world. Winters remembers. "One 12 year-old boy drew a beautiful 
dove sitting atop of two rockets. And this represents, of course. the U.S. rockets currently bombing 
two to three times a week." 
The next stop was a hospital where childhood leukemia is 0-10 percent cura?le (as opposed to 
80 percent in the U.S.). Winters found that medicine was sca:ce and mostly Adv_11 _composed the 
pseudo bulk. He asked the doctors what happens wh~n there 1s only 7n0ugh med1cme fo~ five kids 
and 15 are dying. They replied, "Our job is to save hves. and we cant play God and dec~d~ who 
lives and dies. So we give medicine equally to all 15 children and pray that enough med1cme will 
come." Imagine what happens when it doesn't--all 15 die. rs this ~'>'hy th~ boy m the picture died? 
Desert Storm ruined Iraq's entire infrastructure and the sancttons will not allow for them to 
rebuild. According to Winters, "Food For Oil" makes enough mo?e~ to_ save. but only I!~ of it 
actually makes it from the UN account to the right places. $9.3 b1lhon m fo?d and med1c!ne 
supplies have made it in, this accounts for $2.5 billion per year. To put tha~ mto context, m 1989 
Iraq imported $11 billion in food. "So as you can see $300,000 helps, but 1t does not dent what 
these people actually need," Winters says. . 
Winters speaks at campuses and civic organizations across the city and welcomes the 
invitation to speak or show videos. He can be reached at 303-444-8405. 
Winters, a Regis Universit graduate, is devoted to the Colorado Campaign for Middle 
East Peace. He discusses his recent visit to Iraq with reporter Katie Beamon. 
For those interested in becoming involved locally, there is the Colorado Campaign for Middle 
East Peace (CCMEP), whose website is www.ccmep.org, telephone (303)320-5994. Also email 
messages and questions can be sent to CCMEP-DEN-subscribe@egroups.com. Those in Boulder 
can contact the Rocky Mountain Peace and Justice Center 1520 Euclid Ave., 303-444-6981. 
A disease of self-hatred: 
Recognize symptoms of Bulimia and save a life 
Eileen Foster 
Walking through campus, it is common to see the average 
Joe on his lunch break, enjoying the comfort of a roof over his 
head, a cold beverage, and sinking his teeth into a delicious 
lunch. It would be unusual to automatically wonder ifhe is only 
eating that meal with the intention of vomiting it later, but it is 
not totally unthinkable. All over the world both men and women 
are suffering from the death grips of bulimia, and intentionally 
forbidding themselves one of the key elements to living: food. 
Bulimia is known as the binge-purge syndrome. It is 
characterized by frequent binge eating, resulting in physical and 
emotional discomfort and stress that is relieved by purging. In 
medical terms, a bulimic is described as having these 
characteristics: I. Recurrent episodes of binge eating (rapid 
consumption of a large amount of food in a discrete period of 
time). 2. Feeling a lack of control during binges. 3. Regular 
episodes of self-induced vomiting, and/or use of diuretics or 
laxatives, many times accompanied by strict fasting and vigorous 
exercise. 4. Minimum of two binges per week for at least three 
months. 5. Persistent over-concerns with body shape and weight. 
Although bulimics appear healthy and successful-
perfectionists at whatever they do-in reality they have low self-
esteem and are often quite depressed. They may exhibit other 
compulsive behaviors such as shoplifting or alcohol/drug abuse. 
The eating disorder begins in adolescence to the earl 20s, usually 
in conjunction with a diet for increased feelings of insufficiency, 
and many times goes undetected until the mid 30s or 40s. A 
Regis University senior who asked to remain anonymous says, "I 
began throwing up in high school as a way to maintain my 
weight when I overate. Before l knew it, though, I was doing it 
all the time, even waking up in the middle of the night to binge 
and purge. I can't believe after 5 years, no one noticed." 
On an average, binges last slightly less than two hours and 
during that time a person will consume roughly 3,400 calories. 
Those suffering from bulimia are said to feel pressure and a 
surge of fast and forced emotions during these binges. They 
many times avoid using plates and utensils because they are 
trying to get the food eaten as fast as possible. They don't enjoy 
the food they're eating, but rather feel as if something is force 
feeding them. 
Aller this session, feelings of self-hatred begin to surface. 
Bulimics will feel as if they have lost all control over 
themselves, and it will drive them to fits of rage and severe 
stages of depression. In order to avoid weight gain, and to free 
themselves from what they felt forced to do, a bulimic will tum 
to purging, which may involve self-induced vomiting by gagging 
or taking ipecac syrup which forces vomiting, over-dosing 
laxatives, and/or over-dosing diuretics. During a purge, a 
bulimic may feel a kind of euphoric "rush" and peacefulness. 
This is followed by lethargy, which is then followed by the same 
binge-purge cycle. The same Regis senior states, "I used to 
binge and purge sometimes 12 times a day. Ifl couldn't get 
away with it at home, I would find a public restroom, like at the 
park or a fast food place, to do my business. Bulimia consumed 
me, I could never stop thinking about when I would throw up 
next." 
The cycle can be absolutely devastating to the body. 
Outwardly it causes the eroding and loss of teeth, sores and scars 
on hands, and "chipmunk cheeks" -cheeks that are swollen due to 
enlarged glands. Internally it causes an imbalance of nutrients 
including potassium and sodium, which ultimately leads to heart 
palpitations, fatigue, seizures, muscle cramps, decreased bone 
density, and eventually cardiac arrest. Repeated vomiting can 
lead to cancer of the esophagus and damage to the stomach. 
Some lesser problems include dizziness, headaches, anxiety, and 
the inability to keep warm. 
There is no sure cure for this disorder because there is no 
one cause for it. It differs from person to person. Bulimia may 
be caused by an inability to cope with a situation in life: puberty, 
first sexual contact, ridicule, need for control over self, death of 
a loved one, or separation from family. It is undeniable that this 
disease is caused by something within the person. There are 
several approaches to help in the rehabilitation process, including 
motivating a patient, enlisting family support and providing 
nutrition counseling and psychotherapy. Self-help and support 
groups are also helpful in reducing a person's feeling of isolation, 
giving mutual support, and exchanging information. The most 
critical and often most difficult step in the process to recovery is 
to get the sufferer to admit that he or she has a problem. From 
there on it will be a rocky and often torturous path. Again, the 
Regis senior states, "I tried every type of counseling and none 
seemed to work for. me. It wasn't until this summer, when my 
friend a fellow bulimic died of a heart attack, that I realized that 
I was killing myself." Many sufferers of bu.limia say that they 
don't think they'll ever fully recover from the hell they put 
themselves through, but anything is better than where they used 
to be. 
If you are aware of someone who has an eating disorder, it 
is important to take the right steps. The most important thing that 
a sufferer needs is companionship, so treat he or she as a good 
friend and not someone to be afraid of. As a concerned party, 
you should not accuse a person of having an eating disorder, but 
rather slowly and carefully ease into it. It is recommended that 
you consult a professional to help you diagnose and deal with the 
problem. Bulimia is hard for the sufferer, but it also takes its toll 
on friends and family. Regis University has counseling and 
medical staff available in the Health Center to help anyone 
affected by eating disorders. As Regis senior states, "Every day 
is a battle; every meal is another step, but I couldn't have gotten 
this far without the support of everyone here at Regis." 
Oo April ZO, ZOOl, 
rcmcmocr the 1ccood aooivcrniry 
of the Columoioe 1hootiogI 
· aod CaJiie Dernall'1 martyrdom. 
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at lZ:15 p.m. at the circle 
of cror rcJ io the Quad. 
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NMSHOM MARX will pAiNT ANyrHiNG 
Jenny Beurman 
Nashoom Marx with painting and dog. 
Photo by Kevin Berman 
of a kitchen table. 
Naashom has always been an artist. Her 
mother encouraged her creativity early on in life, 
and the family even had a craft room built into 
the basement of their house. Naashom admits 
that art, "has always been the one thing I could 
do really well." Over the years Naashom's style 
has gone through changes. She has strayed from 
mainstream assignments given by her professors 
and instead has developed a style all her own, 
which she describes as "structured chaos'." 
Naashom says this type of art is "very abstract." 
~aasham says she has learned to look 
beyond what most people see in things. She can 
see things that need to be changed and she is 
inspired to make objects look better. She 
describes it as a compulsiveness. Sometimes late 
at night she will be overcome by this 
compulsiveness and paint an object in her house. 
Recently this compulsiveness lead to a new style 
Her mentor has always been her mother. Even though her mom wants her to go to graduate school, 
Naashom disagrees. She is not interested in teaching. She knows she will still paint and sculpt, even if she 
is not in graduate school. Some ofNaashom's favorite artists are Miriam Schapiro, of whom her work 
parallels, M1rga'rite, and Salvador Dali. She is interested in entering some of her work into galleries. 
Several students at Regis have offered to purchase her works as well. 
Naashom is going to look into event coordination. Her art major has taught her to take the tools she 
has been given, use her creativity and make the project original in her own way. 
Naashom is glad she chose to become an art major at Regis University. She says the college has a 
"smaller atmosphere which allows students to receive more attention, but the curriculum is just as good as 
a bigger art school." She attributes much of her success to the professors at Regis. "The professors here 
are wonderful and fun. The painting and sculpture teachers are what have kept me here. The art majors 
are more like a family. We are all pretty tight." 
Jessica Stumph 
Photo by Kevin Berman 
JESsicA SruMpH fiNds 
sElf-fulfillMENT iN ART 
Meshach Rhoades 
Inspired by Matisse and Robert Rauschemburg among 
other artists, Jessica has learned to create, develop. and 
explore her own sense of style. She has been involved in 
the art world since youth, when she worked with a 
prestigious Denver artist. During her teenage years. she 
thoroughly cultivated her love for art. However, she did not 
focus on art as a course of study. Instead, she chose to 
concentrate on traditional studies, proceeding to major in 
political science during her first years of college. After a 
couple of years at another college studying the workings of 
politics, she transferred to Regis. During this period in her -
life, not only did her school of choice change, but her 
appetite for the arts expanded as well. Her passion for the 
arts overtook her heart, propelling her to enrich her creative 
side further. Pursuing the quest for personal fulfillment, she 
explored the art department at Regis and was impressed. 
She had found her niche, something that she knew she 
loved all along but did not discover as a studious endeavor 
until transferring to Regis. 
Jessica's favorite medium, which is also her specialty, 
is painting. However, she is not limited to painting. She 
also enjoys line drawing, which stems from her love of the 
style that Matisse and Rauschemburg exemplify in their 
work, and collage. The theme of her work involves using 
parts of the figure in an abstract matter. Her style, which is 
remarkably her own, displays a hint of the greats along 
with an expression of herself and her undeniable passion 
for art. 
Jessica's art allows her to express herself and 
transform her feelings and emotion into something visible. 
Jessica put it best when she said, "Art allows people to 
explore themselves, as a creative outlet, to bind the spiritual 
side with self. Everyone has an artistic side ... they should 
all explore it fully, let loose." 
---:::::~~::::::::=:===:====================::==.:.------------~~~~---
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Ali WilbuR p~Ns To c~ANGE 
THE WORld THROUGH ART 
KuRr WilliAMS pREfERs ~UMAN CANVAS CHRisTiNA PuTMAN 
EXploREs THE RE~TioNsHip 
bETWEEN Music ANd ART 
Kara Mattini 
Elizabeth Rugile 
Ali Wilbur won't let her art be 
confined by the edges of a canvas, and 
she won't be limited to the use of only 
"traditional" art supplies. Ali prefers 
mixed medium with mixed materials, 
which is why she is even open to using 
furniture for her artistic creations. 
says her style has more of a "pop culture" 
appeal. A big component of her work is 
her use of universal themes, such as love 
culture, society, and trends. The ' 
inspiration for her art comes mostly from 
her own personal experiences in life. Her 
favorite pieces of her art are butterfly 
Many recognize 
Kurt Williams as "the 
guy with all the 
tattoos," but Kurt's 
artistic flare extends 
well beyond the realm 
of his body. Kurt is 
also an accomplished 
photographer and 
painter. f Kurt has been paintings. She just started painting 
last year, and she likes these two 
paintings because they express what 
she was going through in her life at 
that time. 
Ali has always had a love for 
art, but she knew she wanted to 
become an artist after she took 
Richard Stevenson's two-
dimensional design class. She 
admires other artists such as Robert 
Rauschenberg and Andy Warhol, but 
considers Richard Stevenson to be a 
kind of mentor or inspiration to her. 
For Ali. the process of creating 
a work of art can be an all-day 
experience. Once she gets started, 
she likes to work nonstop until she 
is finished. She works in the 
sculpture studio, and likes to have 
hip-hop music playing while she 
works. She has to be in the right 
mood to be abk to get into her art, 
but when she's in that mood, she can 
work all day. For most artists, it is a 
struggle to decide when they are 
"finished." According to Ali, "you're 
never finished." 
..., surrounded by the arts 
ti from a young age, but 
~ it was not until high 
:-- school that he 
c:,-
;;. realized his driving 
~ desire for creating art. 
~ Previously it was 
~ something he merely 
liked to do, but now 
he feels, "It is something I need to do." Art has become an 
integral part of Kurt's life. 
Kurt has found inspiration in Glen E. Friedman's 
photography alongside Christopher Coop's and Robert 
William's paintings. Kurt finds Friedman's work to have the 
unique ability to capture a band or a person's energy, 
personality and beauty simultaneously; while Kurt admires 
Coop's \\Ork for the beautiful bold lines and the brilliant colors 
he applies to his paintings. And Robert Williams wins his 
admiration, for the amount of detail he invests in his paintings 
and his unique style. Willie Sutton has also served as an 
important person in the refinement of Kurt's photographic 
talent. Kurt says. "Willie taught me more about photography 
than I ever cared to know." 
Currently, Ali is involved in an 
after-school program that Richard 
Stevenson set up at Brown 
..:..;-"'..,;;.;....i;.;.....,;;;_....,;...1 Elementary School. The program 
Kurt has placed a larger emphasis on his photography in 
his studies at Regis, but he has also spent a considerable 
amount of time painting. He finds the two mediums to possess 
distinct roles. Kurt elaborates. "A photograph is more 
documentary, whereas a painting is more message orientated." 
In Kurt's portfolio, his favorite piece is a 3D sculpted 
painting entitled "We're flushing the world down the crapper." 
He defines the piece as "being about our greeds and how the) 
arc destroying the planet." This piece will be on display at the 
Senior Art Shov.. 
Ali Wilbur struts her stuff introduces children to art and helps 
Photo by Kevin Berman them to express themselves. In the 
When she first began her art, her future, Ali hopes to teach art classes for In the future Kurt plans to continue his artistic endeavors 
style was focused on drawing. Now she homeless children. 
MicHElE T RApANi fiNds HERsElf iN EAC~ pHoTo SHE TAkEs 
Kara Mattini 
Michele Trapani, came to Regis a Philosophy 
major; however, after enrolling in her first 
photography class as a freshman she was hooked. 
She explains "I was begging to be molded and it 
[photography] grabbed me." 
Michele's photography focuses solely on 
people. Trapani becomes so involved in her work 
that when she looks through the camera lens, she 
feels as though she's looking at herself. Trapani 
says, "In every portrait, there's a larger portrait of 
the artist, so in some way all of my work is a self-
portrait." In addition to photography, Michele also 
works as a make-up artist. She finds that many of 
the skills she has developed as a make-up artist 
have enhanced her skills as a photographer in that 
she is able to manipulate and shape her subjects to 
express her artistic creativity. 
Michele has been influenced and mentored by 
Regis professor Willie Sutton, but-her inspiration 
comes from photographers Diane Arbus and Annie 
Lebovitz. Both Arbus and Lebovitz also 
photograph people. Michele describes Arbus' 
work as "wacky pictures of wacky people." Arbus 
takes everyone's world and turns it upside down. 
Lebovitz concentrates on rock stars and celebrities, 
placing them in their natural environment, away 
from the bright lights of the stage. 
Michele's favorite piece of her OWll' 
photography is "Dream Sequence." She 
describes "Dream Sequence" as having 
a surreal quality. She explains it as 
"undefinable- you can't look at it and 
know ,vhat's going on." Michele enjoys 
the mystery of this photograph. "I like it 
when people look at my work and have 
different interpretations. I like the 
viewer to have more input than I do." 
Presently, Michele works primarily 
in black and white, as it adds a more 
dramatic and edgy effect to her 
photographs; however, she does aspire 
to work with color in the future. 
Michele's future also includes plans to 
combine her work in the fashion 
industry and photography. She hopes to 
eventually become an independent photographer, 
shooting film on her terms. 
One of Kurt Williams photos that will be on display at the 
Senior Art Exhibition. 
in none other than tattooing. Kurt enjoys the art of tattooing, 
because he finds it as an outlet where he can display his 
artwork permanently and be paid. The art of tattooing has 
intrigued Kurt since a young age; however, it was not until age 
20 that he received his first tattoo, but after that he was 
hooked. Kurt went on a tattooing rampage for the next 3 years 
and has covered his body in colorful works of art. Kurt has 
intertwined the arts of painting and tattooing; he stylistically 
paints so that his paintings may become tattoos. Kurt states, 
"Tattoos integrate into my painting style. My paintings 
resemble tattoo designs more than paintings." He finds his 
painting style to parallel Coop's. 
Kurt enjoys the art of tattooing, because it allows him the 
opportunity to use his artistic skills and get paid for them, 
while at the same time meeting with many different types of 
people. Paul Cave and Phil Nhering have served as mentors to 
Kurt in the art of tattooing. Kurt intends to continue to work 
under their direction after graduation at "Bound by Design." 
Larry Gravelle "hangs out" with fellow photographer 
Michele Trapani. 
Photo by Kevin Berman 
Meshach Rhoades 
Christina Putman has developed her own passion for the arts, especially art 
history. She has challenged herself on a level that most of us are not even aware 
we posses. As many great artists before her, Christina has been inspired and 
influenced by great teachers. Under 
their instruction she has begun to 
master her own relationship with 
the arts. In particular, she has 
explored the relationship bet\veen 
music and att, defining a keen 
sense of awareness in herself that is 
often overlooked, as well as helping 
others to understand the 
relationship. Christina has devoted 
countless hours to researching the 
arts and conquering the world of art 
history. Her interest in the arts, 
especially research and the arts, 
centers around why people make 
art and the influence it has had on 
this culture. 
Christina does not have one 
particular medium of choice, 
although she expresses her talents 
through painting and photography. 
Recently, she has focused a great 
deal of her energies on mixed 
media, especially technologically 
advanced forms of art like digital 
imaging. 
In the future, Christina plans 
to attend graduate school where she 
will continue to examine art history 
and the relationship between art 
and people and the influence art has 
on culture. In particular, she wants 
to focus on museum studies in 
order to someday curate at an art 
gallery. Although she does not want 
to work selling her own artwork, 
she definitely wants to remain an 
integral part of the art world. Christina Putman 
Photo by Kevin Berman 
LARRY GRAvEllE is A MAN iN 
CONSTANT SEARCH of bEAuiy 
Elizabeth Rugile 
Larry Gravelle knows how to look for beauty in everything that he 
photographs. Inspired by the natural world, form, and color, he uses both black and 
white and color photography to capture natural beauty. 
Larry can appreciate the talent of artists such as Eliot Porter, David Hockney, 
Chris Burkett, and many others. He would not say that he has a specific style of his 
own, but one theme in his photographs is simply the idea that "beauty can be found 
anywhere." 
It was during his junior year that Larry realized that he wanted to be an artist. 
He decided that he liked art much better than he liked English, which was his first 
major. Though he would not say that he has a specific mentor or inspiration, 
although artistic ability does run in his family. His mother is an art historian and his 
aunt was a painter, so he has been exposed to art throughout his life. 
For Larry, the creative process takes patience. He has to be in the right mood 
in order to get into the artistic process. He usually works to music, and will devote 
several hours each day to his art. Larry feels that his art is never finished because 
there is always room for improvement. 
"I feel all my pieces are studies of what they could be," says Larry. 
In the future, Larry hopes to continue his art in grad school. 
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THE REAL 
SIDE OF SPORTS 
I've heard 
by Corey Arthur 
The one thing I hate is when there is a 
prominent figure in any aspect of life who can 
only find the negative parts of something to talk 
about. In sports, that person is Jim Rome. He 
has a show on Fox Sports called "The Last 
Word." Sure the guy knows a lot about sports, 
but that is only because he has numerous 
statisticians and 
others feeding him 
with all of the 
information he needs. 
The guy is a jerk. and 
we can only hope that 
we have heard his 
last word. 
He will do 
anything to get a rise 
out of someone. 
Whether it is asking 
them why they aren't 
playing well. or 
reminding them that 
their opportunities to 
grab a championship 
are running low. He 
doesn't have the class 
that I would look for 
in a sports 
enough 
sport in America as it is in Europe, let alone 
compare to the sports which we Americans 
follow religiously. Whether or not he is right is 
not the point. Why not let soccer fans have 
some hope? Why tear them down after reaching 
one of the pinnacles of the sport? 
It doesn't stop there either. Anytime some 
kind of controversy 
gets stirred up, he is 
the first to talk about 
it, and definitely the 
last to let it die. For 
example, there was the 
whole Shaq and Kobe 
argument. These tl.vo 
superstars both wanted 
to be the "one." 
Eventually though, 
they worked it out, 
commentator or 
writer. In the last 
issue, I wrote about 
people who deserve 
JimeRome 
and the Lakers remain 
one of the best teams 
in the league, but 
Rome wasn't about to 
shut up. Of course, 
weeks after everything 
had been worked out, 
there he was with a 
panel of sports figures 
who are extremely 
more respectable than 
he, introducing it as a 
some credit. This guy definitely does not. Not 
only that, he refuses to give any to those who 
do. 
My dislike of Rome began a couple of 
years ago when the United States Women's 
Soccer Team won their second World Cup, and 
they started to achieve the impossible in 
America: they gained popularity as soccer 
players. Consequently, he thought it would be 
fun to attack them. He clearly stated that he felt 
their accomplishments were meaningless. He 
said that soccer would never become as big of a 
topic for discussion. 
He takes the fun out of sports. Why not 
reflect on the guys who make us love sports, 
such as Michael Jordan, Cal Ripken, Jr., and 
Lance Armstrong? These guys are the ones who 
deserve to be covered. Instead of spending his 
time bashing people like Mike Tyson and Anna 
Koumikova, he should put something into 
honoring the great names of sports. So I say to 
you Jim Rome, you have said enough, now do 
us a favor and shut up! 
i.s currently seeking students for i.ts 18-week Dental 
Assi.sti.ng Program. Classes are held on Saturdays for 12 
weeks followed by a 6-week externshi.p. 
- Sessions start June 30, 2001 
- Classes are held i.n a state 
of the art practicing 
dental office. 
For moJre information 
please call toll free: 
1-866-880-3030 
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,Hooligans and gentlenian, 
alike, conie join the 
fraternal order of rugby 
by Chelsea Wonacott-Mershon 
Out of the four years Regis club sports 
has included a rugby team, the 200-
200 I squad was the most injury prone. At 
Next season's squad anticipates ten 
experienced players to return, and since 15 
men are required in order to play legitimate 
the start of the season, Regis' 
men's rugby team boasted 42 
healthy players; by the end of the 
season, however, there were only 
I 6 men left standing. 
"The masculinity of those 
26 men is in question." said 
Capitan Ryan Malphurs, 
sophomore. "Moping around 





Despite being riddled with BEST 
injuries, the team ended with an 
overall winning record of 12-1. ATHLETE: 
The team took third place in the , 
Colorado State Rugby 
Tournament (RMAC) back in 
November. In fact, with four 
starters hurt and three men 
playing out of position, the Regis 
men beat Metro State's men's 
team, 22-19. 
Part of the team's success. 





due to Regis' willingness to work HEART. ,, 
with the progressing team. 
games, any students 
interested in playing rugby 
should call Robert "the 
Wheel" Henderson at 
extension 6590. Neither 
tryouts nor experience is 
necessary. Size doesn't 
even matter. When Wheel 
came out he'd never played 
rugby before; he says, "You 
don't have to be the best 
athlete; all you need is 
desire and heart." He went 
on to add that "Rugby is 
awesome, and Ryan's the 
best captain. He's a great 
leader on the field because 
he knows what he's doing, 
and he is enthusiastic about 
teaching others." 
Although rugby is 
considered a real meathead 
sport, the guys on Regis' 
team are some of the most 
rigorous students, and the 
"While Regis' Student Activities 
and Athletic Department remain somewhat 
inflexible, their support has been 
appreciated," Malphurs said. 
strong fraternity these guys 
share should be enough to motivate anyone 
to come out and have some fun while 
getting out some aggression. 
r--------- - -------------------, 
LATEST TEAM RECORDS 
AS OF APRIL I I , 200 I 
MEN ' S BASEBALL 
I 8 - I 2 O VERALL, 3 - 9 RMAC 
NEXT HOME SERIES : APRIL 28- 29 
VS COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES 
WOMEN ' S SOFTBALL 
2 I - I 5 OVERALL, I 5 - 7 RMAC 
NEXT HOME SERIES : APRIL 2 1-22 VS MESA STATE COLLEGE 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
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Young and talented 
Regis SOftball looks 
toward playoffs 
by Corey Arthur 
The Regis Softball team is off to a very pleasing start this season: They are coming off a 
disappointing 1-3 weekend at Fort Hays State University; however, scores in each game were 
close in this RMAC match-up, except for one; the one in which Regis was victorious. The Lady 
Rangers maintain a record of21-15, including a 15-7 RMAC record. Currently, most all aspects 
of their game are in sync. Tbey are showing remarkable production from pitching, hitting and 
fielding. 
The Lady Rangers have three pitchers in the top ten of the RMAC for best ERA, including 
Christina Wade, who doubles as a first baseman. She owns a 6-3 record and is ranked first with a 
1.1 o ERA. She is joined in the top ten by fellow freshman Jen Hayashi and senior Susan Erstad. 
Hayashi's 1.62 ERA has helped her earn a 5-5 record, while Erstad stands at 6-2 with a 2.91. The 
production goes beyond these three ladies as Ashley Ballard is also perfonning at a high level 
with a 4-5 record and a 3.39 ERA. 
Leading the way offensively has been sophomore Rebecca Marianetti and junior Rebekah 
Tippets with .386 and .330 batting averages. Also both 
Marianetti and Tippets have hit a home run, along with 
Stacia Buda and Shannon Sumner. Despite impressive 
perfonnances from these ladies, the rest of the team has 
been just as large of a factor in the softball team's 
success thus far. There are seven Rangers with batting 
averages in the .300's, which includes the recent 8 for 
19 run by Jessica Beddo. raising her BA 80 points in the · 
last nine games. 
Defensively, the team has risen to the occasion, 
committing very few errors and holding opponents to an 
average of 2. IO ERA throughout the season. 
The Regis Softball team is enjoying their success 
and does not intend to let it slow down in their 
remaining 16 regular season games. They also plan to 
be participants in the RMAC tournament, which will be 
held May 4-6. They are in action next at the University 
of Nebraska in Kearney, before heading to the 
University of Southern Colorado. Their next home 
Junior slugger Rebekah Tippets games will be April 21-22 against Mesa State. 
Become the "MODEL" 
you've always wanted 







lnstore promotional work ... 
- Hair products 
- Makeup products 
- Beauty products 
All ages needed! 
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After a hot start, Regis 
Baseball slows down in 
conference play 
by Reeve Barker 
The Regis Baseball team got off to a great 
start in non-conference play. heading into the 
RMAC season the> had a record of I S-3 
However. in the competitive Rock)' Mountain 
Athletic Conference the Rangers are now 
struggling and have a 3-9 in conference record, 
to bring their overall record to 18-12. Last }ear 
the team won 18 games the entire year. so this 
team will improve upon that, and hopefully 
improve upon the l0-18 in conference record 
that last years team compiled. 
The Rangers are coming off a 4 game 
slide at the hands of the RMAC leading, 21st 
in the nation, Fort Hayes State. Tigers, and the 
Tigers dominated the Rangers in every aspect 
of the game. The Rangers were plagued by 
defensive mistakes and base running blunders 
all weekend. 
On the offensive side of the ball the 
Rangers got a solid weekend perfonnance 
from sophomore shortstop Ryan Esgro, going a 
combined 6-11 in the four game series. They 
also received a home run from Matt Snow, 
other solid performances were turned in by 
leadoff man Mike Goodman and first baseman 
Quinn McCoy. 
To say the least, the Tigers were also able 
to produce offensively. David Hurtado hit three 
homeruns on the first day, two in the first 
game, leadoff man Collin Yoachim had a great 
series, doing his best on the last day, going 5-
for-5. 
To be fair to the Rangers, perhaps their 
best hitter and overall player was unable to bat 
in any of the games. Jackson Engels, who is 
out with a broken wrist, is 12th in the country 
in batting average, batting at a .4 70 clip, and 
13th in RBl's, with 33. Despite their recent 
troubles, the Rangers are sti II I 0th in the 
nation in scoring 
The pitchers, as you can tell, did not fair 
well. Freshman Frederic Carney was the first 
pitcher, and was unbeaten on the year going 
into the game at 7-0. I lowever Carney was 
unable to find his usual rhythm as the skilled 
Tigers got to him, putting up three runs in the 
second inning and never looking back. Regis 
couldn't catch a break and thanks to some bad 
calls by the umpires and a few defensive 
mistakes, Carney was soon out of the game 
and received the loss to end the unbeaten 
season. Senior leader Jackson Engels faired 
better, allowing just four runs in the second 
game. Unfortunately, after he was taken out of 
the game, Fort Hays again got their bats going. 
John McGraw was hit hard, giving up 7 earned 
runs on eight hits and a walk. dropping his 
record to 2-2 on the year. 
On the second day it ,, as more of the 
same, Eric Thompson was the starter in game 
three and even though this was the game that 
Snow hit his homer in. the Rangers still lost 
13-3, dropping Thompson to 1-3 on the year. 
Game four had Jared Salas going for the 
Rangers, and he was foolin~ the Tiger hitters. 
and not giving up an}thing hard, but when the 
Tigers did hit the ball, it found a hole in the 
Regis defense. Those hits. coupled with two 
errors by the Rangers, as well as a missed call 
by the umpires lead to six runs which would 
eventually lead to a weekend sweep. They 
could not get a solid hit off of Salas. yet still 
knocked him out after the third inning, giving 
up 10 runs, but only three were earned: 
Defensive errors plagued the Rangers all 
weekend. After that Zac Ingram came in and 
pitched three more innings, giving up six runs 
(four earned). To close it out, the Rangers 
looked to Jeff Tenney, who gave up the final 
two runs, making the final 18-3. 
The Rangers have another tough weekend 
ahead against University of Southern 
Colorado, who is ranked 18th in Division II 
ball. The Rangers still have time to turn around 
their in conference record, and have hopes of 
getting a bid to the RMAC tournament. 
Head coach Dan McDermott is in his first 
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HE SAID/SHE SAID 
Jordan Jones & Amie Schraeder 
The plot is invitingly simple. A true story of a charismatic man who chooses to 
peruse a career in drug smuggling. George Jung (played by Johnny Depp) discovers 
that he has a knack for drug smuggling. He makes a small fortune with the help of 
friend Derek Foreal. who is played by Pee-Wee Herman--for real. George is finally 
busted trafficking pot and serYes some time in jail. ''[He) went in with a bachelors in 
marijuana, and came out with a doctorate in cocaine." With his ne\\ degree in 
. cocaine, George takes the smuggling industry by storm making millions. 
The American-born drug smuggler George Jung entered prison in the early 1970s with " a bachelor 
of marijuana." When he got out of prison, he had "a doctorate of cocaine." Blow tells the real life story of 
the drug dealer George Jung (Johnny Depp). Jung began dealing marijuana on the West Coast in the late 
60's and early 70's. He quickly discovered that, with the help of his stewardess girlfriend, he could sell pot 
from coast to coast Inevitably, Jung is caught transporting 660 pounds of marijuana from California to 
Boston. While m prison, Jung meets Diego Delgado (Jordi Molla). Delgado convinces George that dealing 
cocaine is much more lucrative than selling marijuana. When George Jung is released from his 16-month 
prison sentence, he heads to Columbia where he begins his "new life." While in Columbia, Jung meets the If there is one thing that this movie does well. it's that il shows people how to 
take things to the excess. There's an excessive amount of cok.c, 
excessive amounts of money and excessive amounts of partying; 
Johnny Depp wears each of these vices as well as he wears the big 
collars and aviator glasses that he sports throughout the movie. But 
Johnny can't take all the credit for Blow's vividly and convincingly 
portrayed characters. Paul Reuben, formerly known as Pee-Wee, 
gives a stand up performance as a gay hairstylist/drug czar. Ray Liota 
also deserves credit for his role as George's father, but unfortunately, 
Penelope Cruz's style and beauty is wasted on a mediocre character. 
The movie itself was very entertaining; it was like Scarface and 
Boogie Nights got together to do lunch. The first half of the movie is 
so full of money and fun, that I began to consider drug trafficking as 
something to fall back on if my attempts to graduate in this decade 
fail. But every story has its lesson, and in the end I was reminded 
that every party has to end sometime. Here at Regis, that time is 
usually when the sun comes up, but'in the life ofa drug smuggler, 
that time comes when you Jose everything in life that means 
something to you. It was a bit disappointing to watch reality collide 
with such a fun fantasy world, leaving the audience with a burnt-out, 
overweight Johnny Depp in a somewhat sappy ending. But, in a 
movie about drugs, the final sentiment is unfortunately parallel with 
that of drug abuse . . . a feeling of terrific exhilaration, followed by a 
disheartening feeling of emptiness. 
Although I would have liked to see the light-hearted story of 
excess and fun continue a little longer, I guess it wouldn't have 
infamous drug manufacturer Pablo Escobar and his wife 
Mirtha (Penelope Cruz). The remainder of the film 
chronicles the exciting, crime-filled life of George Jung. 
Blow tells a truly remarkable story. Throughout the 
film, I was constantly reminding myself that the film 
was based on a true story. One scene depicts George and 
Diego searching for a place to stack another box of 
twenty and one hundred-dollar bills. An entire house is 
filled with. nothing but boxes of cash from the ceiling to 
the floor. Who would believe that George Jung's average 
daily intake of cocaine was five grams? "(The maximum 
toxicity for a human is 1-1 1/2 grams.) Jung tells us that 
at one time he snorted ten grams of coke in ten minutes. 
Impossible . .. no wait, this really did happen. 
The story line was not the only element of the film 
that shined on the big-screen. Hidden behind his Jong, 
sandy blond hair and sparkling gold wrap-around 
shades, Depp delivers a "groovy" performance. Depp 
gives a classic no sweat performance, making it almost 
impossible to separate his character's cool fa,;ade from 
his own. Depp's made-for-the-screen perfectly chiseled 
cheekbones make it difficult to even take one's eyes off 
of him. His looks, paired with this acting ability, make 
his performance as George Jung incredibly convincing. 
captured the realistic truth of it all had the audience not been subjected to such a 
dismal end. Altogether, the high points of the movie (no pun intended) were rich and 
exciting, and as much as I wanted those parts to continue through the end, the 
inevitable conclusion is one that cannot be forfeited. Through the ups and the downs, 
in the end, it's a flick worth seeing. 
The self-loving Paul Ruebens delivers an excellent 
performance as the sassy, gay hairdresser Derek Forea1. (Foreal introduced Jung to the business of drug 
dealing and eventually becomes Jung's "American connection" for his cocaine deals.) Reubens is a perfect 
co-star for Depp. Rueben's flamboyant personality makes Depp seem even more ultra-hip. 
I would recommend Blow as a film to see. The movie tells a story about a world with which most of 
us are rather unfamiliar. The film is entertaining and quite educational. It teaches that 'a life crime can be 
lucrative, but one will always, eventually, get caught for criminal behavior. 
WA~oo's Fis~ lAco 
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summers in Laguna Beach and it's surrounding areas. 
I first discovered Wahoo's when I was about twelve-
years old and have been eating it ever since. The 
tiny taco shack was just close enough to the beach 
that you could run barefoot to it without getting third 
degree burn on your feet. Well, that taco shop did so 
well that the Lee brothers expanded, and now we are 
luck) enough to have five Wahoo's in the state of 
9 6 1 7 E. CouNJy LiNE Rd. 30 3-6 62-822 6 
Colorado. The closest is located on ' l521 Blake St., 
two blocks from Coors Field. 
This is the story of three brothers, Wing Lee, Ed Lee 
and Mingo Lee, who have successfully combined their 
passions with a thriving business. Born to Chinese 
immigrants in Sao Paulo Brazil, the three brothers moved to 
Newport Beach in Southern California in 1951 . It was here 
in sunny California that they got their first fix and became 
immediately addicted to the sport of surfing. The three 
brothers traveled up and down the coast of California in 
search of any wave that could be surfed. One of their 
favorite places to surf was in San Miguel, Northern Mexico, 
where they enjoyed the warm sun, perfect waves, and 
fantastic local food. In fact, they liked the food so much 
that in 1988 they opened their first taco shop in Laguna 
Beach California 
Now, it just so happens that I spent many of my 
The Blake Street location's atmosphere is 
somewhat disappointing. I grew up eating at the 
original Wahoo's, a little hole in the wall that had genuine 
character. The Wahoo's here in Denver tried to capture the 
same feeling by plastering the walls with surfing and 
snowboarding stickers, but it's still salty with the taste of 
franchise. So the atmosphere could be more authentic, but 
who cares! The food is still awesome. 
If you love seafood, then I'll just save you the time 
you'd spend looking at a menu and suggest the fish tacos. 
Don't mess with the blackened fish. It's nice and spicy, but 
the flavor is overpowering. I always stick to the basics, two 
fish tacos, charbroiled, with a side of rice and black beans; 
get a cold bottle ofTecate with a lime and you'll be 
transported to Baja Mexico. If fish isn't your thing don't 
worry, the chicken tacos are pretty damn good too, but in my 
opinion they'll never have the same attraction as the fish 
tacos. The menu isn't limited to tacos either; Wahoo's offers 
rice bowls with chicken, fish, or steak on a bed of black 
beans and fresh salsa Or, you could try their enchiladas, 
burritos, and sandwiches. 
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Billy I do I' i 6reateit H iti 
**** Chrysalis Records 
This is the one that should've been_ called Vital Idol! Recently released, 
Billy Idol's Greatest Hits has it all; it is definitely essential to every CD 
collection. 
Opening up the CD is Idol's unforgettable ·'Dancing With Myself." This 
punky disco track lets listeners know that there is more to look forward to 
on this disc and puts them in a Billy-Idol-really-is-cool frame of mind. After 
that comes Idol's version of "Mony Mony,"' another remembered classic 
from J 982. Following these first two anthems comes a slew of other riveting 
Idol ballads including '"Rebel Yell," "White Wedding;· and the always-
romantic "Eyes Without A Face." 
One of my all-time favorite Billy Idol tunes is number twelve on the 
CD, '"Cradle Of Love:· Released in the early 1990s, Idol's Charmed Life 
album debuted "Cradle of Love.'' along with a Door's cover of "L.A. 
Woman,'· a tribute to his second home (after Great Britain). If you like what 
you're hearing thus far. it only gets better. 
Tracks fifteen and sixteen are truly awesome! Song number fifteen on 
the disc is a live. acoustic rendition of·'Rebel Yell'' that was recorded at an 
acoustic Christmas benefit in California in 1993. Hold on, it gets even 
cooler. For track sixteen, Idol includes a cover of"The Simple Mind's Don't 
You" (Forget About Me). Everybody knows the song as "the song from the 
movie The Breakfast Club"; however, they don't know that it can be covered 
just as well. There are plenty of other lesser-known Idol classics on this CD, 
but with length being an issue, they will have to go unrecognized for now. 
All in all, this CD is gangbusters. From the moment you put it on until 
the end of track sixteen, Billy Idol continues to impress listeners with his 
unique singing style. his poppy guitar riffs and his just plain cool way of 
being Billy Idol. I recommend this disc to anyone who appreciates cool 
music from the 80s and early 90s and is not too afraid to admit it. 
-Peter Becker 
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BLOW: The ~oundtrack ~outh Park Mexican 
**** Virgin Records 
Produced by Amanda Scheer-Demme and Buck 
Damom, the Blow soundtrack is 13 tracks of pure 
pleasure. If you haven't seen the movie, you'll still 
love the soundtrack. And if you have seen the movie 
and you still feel deprived of drug-induced media, you 
too will love this CD, which is full of songs about 
drugs. The CD starts out is sheer style with a classic 
Rolling Stones track; "It's the kind of song that makes 
me wish I was British and had a big mouth and 
leathery skin\" says senior Peter ·the Snake' Becker. 
The next attraction is track four, ··Strange Brew·· by 
Cream. We all know that Eric Clapton did his fair 
share of blow, and so it's only right that he gets a cozy 
place on this soundtrack. My personal favorite song on 
the CD is track five; I've never heard of Ram Jam, but 
their song "Black Betty .. is so full of energy that it 
makes you want to do something illegal. The nice 
Latin beat on track seven paints an image of Tony 
Montana chillin' in little Havana with a pinstripe suite 
on. The rest of the CD is not without its highlights 
either, such as Bob Dylan. Lynyrd Skynyrd and the 
Marshall Tucker Band. This CD is the perfect party 
mix. aside from a few slow songs, the rest are a 
dynamic mix of disco and classic rock. All in all the 
soundtrack is a blast to listen to, and I don't want to 
spoil the surprise, but the graphics on the CD are pretty 
amusing too. 
-Jordan Jones 
*** Dope House Records 
I'm not the biggest hip-hop fan in the world; I 
can't say enough about the talent ofTupac (R.I.P.), 
and I've always liked any old-school rap, but in my 
college years, I kind of grew out of rap. Then. one 
day my dad was chillin' on his porch sippin' on 
some O.E. when he heard some bomb-ass sh*t on 
the radio. The rapper's name was South Park 
Mexican (SPM for short). So my pops sent me the 
LP. and I've actually been quite impressed. Put out 
by Dope House Records. SPM has an original style 
that's sort of reminiscent of old-school rap like 
Totally Insane, but with a fresh Latin twang. Track 
two. --vou Know My Name," would probably get 
the most applause on this CD for it's slow and 
simple yet very rhythmic beat. Although, track six 
entitled '"Rollin" also has an unmistakable draw to 
it. The entire CD holds it's own quite well; you 
have to give the tracks a few chances, listening to 
them several times, but the lyrics and beats grow 
on you before you know it. SPM does have an 
amateur stink about it, but I think that after the 
industry has a little fun with this newcomer. he 'll 
come out with some experience that will pay off in 
future albums. My guess is that it won't be long 
before SPM makes it big on the radio circuit. So, 
ii you're sick of being called a poser, buy the CD 
now before it gets popular. 
-Jordan Jones 
~ l\,ANG-£1\, WEEK 1001 ¢/ 
AP l\,I L I O - 11 
MONDAY: 
- 4 PM - o PM l\OC OUTW Al\D BOUND VIDEO 
(CAFETENA) 
- IO PM HOLLYWOOD l\EGIS SQUAI\ES 
(SCIENCE AMPHITHEATEI\.) 
WEDNESDAY: 
- j PM PoWDElt 
PUFF~ BBQ 
(QUAD) 




- 8 PM MR. l\E@IS 
(FIELD HOUSE) 
TUESDAY: 
- 9 PM BI~BEAR. ICE SKATING; 
BI\OOM BALL~ LASEI\. TA~ (BI~ 







- II AM - II PM 
RANG£1\,DAY 







. H e l p W a n .11~ d 
Pepsi-Cola is looking for a pan-11me 
merchandiser. SI O hr., no on:nime. bonus 
after 6mnths. ~ltleage at set route rate. 
Thurs.-Mon. 4-8pm. Min. 18) rs. of age, 
valid driver's license. proof of insurance, 
able to lift 40-50lbs. Good 
communication skills are essential to 
maintain and build customer relationships 
at store level. Inquire in person Wed. 6pm 
or Thurs. 9am or 6pm. 
3801 Brighton Blvd. Denver, CO 80216. 
Nanny for two great kids wanted. From 
3:00-5:00 p.m. (or possibly 6:00 p.m.) 
during the school year--20 to 30 hours a 
week during the summer. Child-friendly, 
active, responsible, non-smoking, safe 
driver with reliable car, willing to make a 
one-year committment. $10/hour + 
mileage. DU area. 
Please call Jan Jenkins@ 303-691-0297. 











·ll, l • 
HIGHLANDER + April 16, 2001 
. CALE.,~t.PAtii1 
, • • . • • :~ -~,--- :. •-.·~?J~a 
.·_:._' .. }:·:.. 
..... .· . :·:.;, 
APR~L 1. 6 - MAY-r 6 ;·:r/ 
MONDAY, APRIL I 6 - 4 - 6 PM ROC - OUTWARD BOUND V IDEO 
<Sci AMP) 
- I O PM HOLLYWOOD REGIS SQUARES 
(CAFETERIA) 
- M++hM##;OWE• -9 PM 810 BEAR ICE SKATING, BROOM 
BALL & l.AsER TAG (BIG BEAR ICE ARENA • 
BUSES PROVIDED) 
IIM!·hi!-+t.f&i#;UWl;II -3 & 5 PM SOFTBALL V . UNIVERSITY O F 
- di•l;A·t4M§;!il€-
SOUTHERN COLORADO (AWAY) 
- 5 PM POWDER PUFF & BBQ (QUAD) 
- 8 PM COSMIC EAsTER Eoo HUNT (Q UAD) 





•••• ••-••• .. •- • - 8 PM MR . REGIS (FIELDHO USE ) 
.,., ... ;J.t-t&i#;h+.J• - I I AM - I I PM RANGER DAY! 
<FiELDHOUSE & BEACH) 
- I 2 & 2 PM S OFTBALL V. MESA S TATE 
COLLEGE (HOME) 
- I PM BASEBALL V . METRO STATE (AWAY) 
-#·ih·hM4;h½f - -, , AM & 1 PM S OFTBALL V . M ESA STATE 
COLLEGE (HOME) 
- I PM BASEBALL V . METRO S TATE (AWAY) 
-i;IM-t&i#;h+t• - I & 3 PM SOFTBALL V . C O L ORADO 
(AWAY) 
-
4.;.a.;1.,.,.~JJ;11•.:a;• I ............ , I '--· ... ___ .. _ ... _ • - I 2 & 2 PM S OFTBALL V. A DAMS STATE 
C OLLEG E (AWAY) : Year b O O ks : ~: ::E~~HE=:~ V . COLORADO SCH OOL 11 11 -;.n;.f.WLJ;h·4-~------------------ ••• ••-••••••- - - I I AM APPREC IATIO N S UNDAY M ASS AND 
I I RECEPTION 
I I - I I AM & I PM SOFTBALL V. ADAMS ! are co m i n g ~ ! •. ,."'.,.4;1••·• ~~~:::::::~y~OCORAOO SCHOOC 
! Join us for a BBQ on ! ::a;:,;:::!':~~-:-',:-~-L-:-:-',NA_NA-:-:-:-:---------
: Wednesday, : -·H'·¥i-hMH+-~--Fi-lN_A_L_ExA_M_I_NA_:n_o_N_S _______ _ 
•
: April 25th from 11:30-1:0o:. _,;1M1wn•- -FlNAL ExAMINATIO NS 
• I P M BASEBALL V . NM HIGHLANDS ! in the Quad ! 
•@··M·h&Ht&- - I PM BASEBALL V . N M H IGHLANDS 
: You can also pick up your Free book on : 
I Thursday and Friday (April 26-27) at lunch I 
1
1 in the Student Center. 11 -#·HM·MHfl·- -soFTBALL @ RMAc TouRNAMENT • SPRING 200 I COMMENCEMENT 
(HOME) 
• SOFTBALL @ R MAC TOURNAMENT 
(HOME) 
- SOFTBALL @ R M AC TOURNAMENT 
I I 
:Free Books & Free Food: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 4 PM BACCALAUREATE MASS IN THE 
FlELDHOUSE 
l~1nail yotu• event to hi~hlandcr@·rt.·~_is."~~.~~ -~ 
